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THE GREAT SELJUK ERA

The Oguz tribe, who were a pan of the Gokturk Empire that was disbanded in 744, had settled in an area that was under Samanogullari's rule in Mawaraunnahr, Khwarezm and Khorasan. However, after a dispute, Seljuk Bey migrated with his followers 10 the banks of the Jayhun River. The Seljuks after they won the war of Dandanakan against the Gaznevids, established the Great Seljuk State in 1040 and conquered vast lands (Middle Asia, India, Iran, Iraq, Syria and Anatolia).

The scientific and civil life of the Great Seljuk cannot be separated from the Islamic civilization. During this era, although born and raised in Turkish states, medical greats like Ibn Sînâ and Bîrûnî, who wrote their works in Arabic, the scientific language of the era, were accepted by other Muslim nations. In an era when the idea of community was more important, it was not expected for them to declare their nationality. Together with this, scientists who were able to travel without any political boundaries and to settle in places where they were appreciated were very common for the era. For this reason, it would be incorrect to make an observation about their nationality from where they lived. This is why it is necessary to be tolerant about the nationalities of the scientists of the Great Seljuk Era.

There was a doctor, Ibn Tilmîz working for the Sultan Sancak. Sultan Masud's doctor. Abu al-Barakat from Baghdad worked in the palace and had been awarded with a hî'ât, a robe of honour. During the era of the Sultan Malikshah, there were such doctors as Said b. Hibatullah, who wrote Kitab al-Mugnî fî al-Tibb and Ibn Jazala who wrote Kitâb Takvîm al-Abdân and Minhâj al-Bayan fî mâ Yasta'milah al-insan. Abdullah ibn al-Mudaффar al-Bahâlî from Andalusia had been the doctor of Mahmud the son of Sultan Malikshah. One of the most important books on Pharmaceuticals that was written in this era was Kitab al-Abniya 'an Haqayiq al-Adviya.

Hospitals that existed in the Muslim world before the Seljuks were developed and spread by them. However, we have little information on Seljuk hospitals. Among these there are the hospitals and madrasas that were built by order of the vizier to Sultan Sancak, Ahmed Kâshi, in Kashan, Abhar, Zanjan, Gence and Errân, hospitals in Kirman (1281) and Bardasîr (11th and 12th century), and care centres for the blind and
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1 Ege University Medical Faculty Medical Ethics and History Department.
disabled in Musul (1159). Additionally the vizier Kundurî, on order of Tugrul Bey restored hospitals such as the Adud al-Dawla in Baghdad.\textsuperscript{9} They also created field hospitals for the military, where doctors, medical personnel, wounded, medicines and medical supplies were carried by camels.\textsuperscript{10}

The Turkish Seljuks, in the beginning, acted as the western arm of the Great Seljuk State, but then became independent and created its own identity. The science of medicine in the Turkish Seljuks was not of their own but a continuation of the experience and knowledge of the Islamic medicine through the Seljuk geography.

**MEDI CI NE DURING THE TURKISH SELJUKIAN PERIOD**

After the victory of Alp Arslan in Malazgirt in 1071, the doors to Anatolia opened for many Turks to migrate through. By the 13\textsuperscript{th} century Anatolia had become the homeland to one third of the Turks. Even Europeans started to call Anatolia, Turkiye.

As Anatolia was an economical bridge between east-west and north-south, the economic and political policies of the sultans, the lowering of the customs tax, the not getting taxes from wheat and metalwork, the guaranteeing of the safety of the international trade routes and the caravanserais on them, the guaranteeing to the traders the income of the country grew parallel to the agricultural and industrial production.\textsuperscript{11} The budget of the state was 27 million dinars (gold), compared to 3 million in France and 4 million in England.\textsuperscript{11} The treasury that was stored was used for making public works.

\textsuperscript{9} Mehmed Altay Koymen, Tugrul Bey ve Zamani, Ministry of Culture, Ankara 1976, p. 121.  
\textsuperscript{11} Osman Turan, Selçuklu Zamanında Türkiye. Turan Nesriyat Yurdu, İstanbul 1971. p. XXVI.
The statement by Ibn Havkal in the 10th century, "In the Islamic countries, the rich are spending their money for their own pleasures, where in Turkistan, the rich population is using their wealth for religion and charity," and the statement by Ibn Batuta in the 13th century, "Abundance in Damascus, compassion in Anatolia" has been observed. With this understanding, Anatolia amid the confusion at the beginning and end of the middle Ages, started to see an economical and cultural growth not seen before. Cities, whose population exceeded one hundred thousand on important caravan routes like Konya, Kayseri, Sivas, became important centres. Mosques, madrasas, soup kitchens for the poor, lodges for the dervishes, bridges, inns, hammams and hospitals were built, and the social status of the people was raised. Especially during the reign of Kilic Arslan II and Aladdin Qaykubat many scientists and artists were invited to live in Anatolia, and these men, by moving in temporarily or permanently, helped the progress of science.

From the architectural works that have survived to the present, those that are important for medical history are the dar al-shifas (hospitals) that prove the civilized status of the Anatolian Seljuks.

**Hospitals:**

During the Anatolian Seljuk time with its show of economic and cultural progress, hospitals called dar al-shifa, dar al-sihha or bimaristan was opened in every city. Medical assistance was been given to those who got sick at caravanserais and soup kitchens for the poor. These hospitals that were built by the royal family and supported by foundations were able to do their duties over a long period without becoming a financial burden on the state. Medical treatments were given free of charge and doctors, ophthalmologists, surgeons and pharmacists worked in these hospitals. Some of the many Seljuk hospitals that have made it to the present are as follows:

**Mardin: Necmeddin Ilgazi Hospital (Maristan) (502-516 H/1108-1122):** It was started by the Sultan of Necmeddin Ilgazi of Artuq and completed after his death in the name of his brother by Emineddin Ilgazi. The hospital institution consisted of a mosque, a madrasa, a hammam and a fountain. The institution was built over a vast land and the mosque, madrasa, hammam and fountain has survived until today in ruins. The hospital was in the area south of the hammam.

**Kayseri: Gawhar Nasiba Medical Madrasa and Hospital (Maristan) (602 H/1205-1206):** It is the first medical building the Turkish Seljuks built in Anatolia. The ruler of the Seljuks Giyasaddin Qayhusraw, through the will of his sister Gawhar Nesibe Sultan who died at a young age, built the complex with a hospital (shifaiye) on the west and a medical madrasa (giyasiya) on the east.
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The two buildings were connected by a corridor that was 1.5 x 11 meters and the hospital was 40 x 42 m (1680m²) and the madrasa was 28 x 40m (1120m³). Both sections had a plan that included a pool in the middle, a courtyard that was surrounded with pavilions and four antechambers. Together with the rooms around the courtyard, 18 cells that were discovered in the latest excavation on the western wall of the hospital were restored. As it was traditional among the Anatolian Seljuks to bury the founder of the place in the complex, one of the rooms in the medical madrasa with an octagon pyramid roof was built for Gawhar Nesibe.

Sivas, Izzeddin Qaykavus Hospital (Dar al-shifa) (614 H/1217): The hospital built by Izzedin Qaykavus in Sivas in 1217, together with its destroyed parts (54.65 x 61.90m) was about 3400m² and the largest of the Seljuk hospitals.

The hospital was built like a madrasa with antechambers and a courtyard. The 690m² courtyard was covered with stone and surrounded with 30 rooms with porches. The mausoleum of the donator Izzeddin Qaykavus, which is located inside the hospital, was built with the special Seljuk art of brick lay and mosaic tile.

The foundation deed, dated 1220, is the only example from the Seljuk hospitals that has survived to the present. This is why it is very important. From this foundation deed we are able to gather information on the hospital staff and how the hospital was run. The administration of the hospital foundation was given to the palace treasurer and founder of the Cankiri hospital, Camal al-din Farruh. The administrators decided on the wages of the experienced, well performing doctors, surgeons, ophthalmologists and pharmacists, and provided the raw material for the making of medicine. They also decided on the wages of the various workers in the hospital. Five farms, 7 pieces of land and 108 shops devoted to the foundation coveted an area as big as a couple of villages and the money generated from these areas were used in maintaining the hospital. The leftover money was used to buy more income generating sources.¹⁷

Divriği: Turan Malak Hospital (Dar al-shifa) (628 H / 1228): The complex consisted of a mosque and a hospital. The mosque was built by Ahmed Shah, the ruler of the Divriği area of the Menguceks, and the hospital was built by his wife, the daughter of the Erzincan Bey, Turan Malak Sultan. This one and only Ulucami and hospital complex was built on the east side of the city on sloping land. It is very fortunate for Anatolian Turkish art that this building has survived.

The hospital had a plan of a madrasa with a courtyard with four antechambers and due to the harshness of the climate, it was covered with three vaults supported by four columns, and was lit up with a large lamp. There were seven rooms around the courtyard and an octagon pool under the place where the light was hanging. There was a stone stairway in the south corner that led to the mezzanine and there was a big hall and two rooms across the front. In the northeast comer of the courtyard, where the gate to the mosque and hospital was located was the mausoleum of Turan Melek.

Konya and Aksaray Hospital (Dar al-shifas): It is known that in Konya and Aksaray, as they were the capitals of the Anatolian Seljuk State and adorned with many monuments, there were three hospitals. The first of these three hospitals that has not survived to the present was probably commissioned by Kilic Arslan II and became the Mâristan-i Atik.

Dar al-shifa-i Alâî, which was commissioned by Aladdin Qaykubad, was located on the north side of the Aladdin hill, near the Seljuk kiosk, just in front of the Ertash gate, on the left side of the Farhuniye/Sûd Tekke street.

The third hospital in Konya was commissioned by one of the viziers of Izzeddin Qaykavus II, the religious judge Izzedin Muhammed. The complex had a mosque, a madrasa and a hospital. The hospital unit was funded from revenues from the Kestel and Kocmar villages near Kadinhani. In 1254 when Izzeddin Muhammed reorganized the foundation, the hospital was referred to as Maristan-i Atik.

We do not have much information on the hospital that was established in Aksaray circa 13th century.

Cankiri, Camal al-din Ferruh Hospital (Dâr al-afiye) (633 H/1235): This hospital was commissioned by the foundation administrator of the Sivas hospital, Atabay Camal al-din Ferruh. The only remaining parts of the hospital are the inscription made by Atabay Camal al-din Ferruh and a grail with two intertwined snakes.

Kastamonu, Ali Bin Suleyman Hospital (Mâristan) (671 H/1272): It was commissioned by Muazzibuddin Ali, the son of one of the Seljuk viziers Muinaddin Suleyman in 1272 in Kastamonu. After a terrible fire about one hundred and fifty years ago only the front where the door was and some of the sidewalks remain.

Tokat, Muinuddin Suleyman Hospital (Dar al-shifa) (1255-1275): One of the buildings of the complex (madrasa, hospital) that was built by one of the statesman of the Seljuk State Parvana Muinuddin Suleyman in Tokat was a hospital. From the complex only the madrasa, now used as the Tokat Museum, has remained. Probably the hospital was one of the adjacent buildings to the madrasa.
Amasya, Anbar bin Abdullah Hospital (Dar al-shifa) (708 H/1308-9): It was built during the era of the Ilhanî ruler Olcayto Mahmad, around the years 1308/09, by Anbar bin Abdullah, the slave of princess Yıldız Hatun. The hospital was built on the side of the road next to the Yesilirmak river and its dimensions were 24.58x32.90m using a madrasa plan and with an antechamber and ten rooms.

Figure 3. Amasya Gokmadarasa (The image was introduced by the editor).

Besides being a hospital complex, it was also known as a place that trained doctors. We have information about the doctors that were assigned here during the Ottoman era. Some of these doctors were Sukrullah (1488), Sabuncuoglu Serefeddin (after 1465), who worked here for ten years and created many valuable pieces of work for Turkish medical history, and Halimi (1516).

Hot springs:

Due to its geological structure Anatolia has rich healthy hot water sources. These hot springs that had been mentioned since antiquity by writers such as Homer, Calinos and Strabon were used for healing purposes. Hot springs that were left from the Roman and Byzantium eras were still being used by the Turkish Seljuk State and new springs were opened for public use.

According to the 14th century writer Omari, there were over 300 thermal springs that the public used for healing purposes. The most famous was the Ilgin hot springs built by Aladdin Qaykubad in 1236 on top of the thermal springs that had been known about since the time of the Roman Justinian. This hot springs area that has remained intact along with its inscriptions consisted of two hammams with a pool under its domed roof. We can also mention the other hot springs of the time as follows; Agamemnun in Izmir, Haymana, Kizilcakhamam in Ankara, Chardak (1175) in Eskisehir, Yoncali (1233) in Kutahya, Kizozu/Aslanagzi (1256) in Havza, Karakurt (1135) in Kirsehir, Illica in Erzurum and Karakaya in Ayas.
Hamams also play an important role in the development of health areas during the Seljuk time. Many hammams were built by foundations, sultans and statesman for the public, for both men and woman.  

**Medical Education:**

In the Islamic world, in the Mustansiriye Madrasa in Baghdad, other than the professors that taught Islamic science, the existence of *shayh al-tibb* professors that taught 10 students and the announcement that medical classes were being given in the *Mansuriyya* and *Muayyadiyya* madrasas in Cairo, show us that medicine was taught in some of the madrasas. Also, Nuaymi’s introduction of three medical madrasas in Damascus (*Dinvariyye*, *Dunaysiriyya* ve *Labbudiyya*), illustrates that although few, there were independent medical schools. Private lessons were also given. Damascus doctors Muhaazzabaddin and Muhaddab (1232) had left instructions that after their deaths that their homes and books were to be used for medical studies.

![Figure 4. A medical treatment miniature from Sharaf al-Din Sabuncuoglu’s book Jarrahiyyat al-Haniya (The image was introduced by the editor).](image)

There is no proof that medical classes were given in Turkish Seljuk madrasas. The Seljuk hospitals in Anatolia, on one hand being a health facility were also places where doctors were educated through a master-apprentice relationship. Two documents regarding the appointment of doctors in hospitals have survived to the present. In one of these, the doctor Burhanaddin Abu Bakr, who was appointed to succeed on the death of doctor Izzaddin of the Konya Hospital, was told to take care of the sick with kindness and compassion not to discriminate between the sick and the insane, and that his salary would be paid by the
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foundation of the hospital. The second document stated that due to Sharafaddin Yakub being a talented
doctor he was appointed to the hospital, that he should not mix the medicines together other than what
was stated in Medical books, that he should not discriminate between the rich and the poor, and that he
should enlighten the students with precise proofs during their education at the hospital.\(^{24}\)

**Physicians and Their Work:**

We are able to gather information on the Turkish Seljuk doctors from history books, publications, literature,
and from their writings that have survived to the present. Although some present publications state that the
position of head doctor was given, there are no documents to prove this.\(^{25}\) Seljuk rulers appointed some of
the valuable doctors for their own health problems when they saw fit.

From sources that have survived until now, we can see that in the Anatolian Seljuk era, due to
developments in the medical field, there were many doctors active in the cities. Especially during the rule of
Kilic Arslan II and Aladdin Qaykubad, there were many doctors invited to Anatolia. Because of their wide
range of knowledge, their reputation and intellectual personalities, some doctors were sent on political
missions to foreign countries by their administrators (i.e. Abu Bakr bin Yusuf).\(^{26}\)

Some of the doctors worked in hospitals, but some of them travelled from city to city, practicing medicine.
For example the doctor Saduddin Mes'ud, in a letter he wrote to a friend, mentioned going to Sinop,
Kastamonu, Amasya and Niksar to heal patients and that he longed to return but that he had to go to the
Canik area to cure some patients. We learn from the narratives of Evhaduddin Kirmanî that in Anatolia
there were ear cleaners that travelled with a copper flask that contained oil and alcohol,\(^{27}\) similar to the
quack eye doctors that roam the same areas today performing cataract operations.

Well known doctors with good reputations were addressed as: “Malik al-Hukama, Sultan al-Atibba, Platon
al-dahr Hippocrat al-Asr, Masih al-zaman, Fahr al-Millat wa al-Din...”\(^{28}\)

There were many doctors who created works during the Anatolian Seljuk era, who were invited by the
rulers to come to Anatolia temporarily to do their job. Some of these doctors are as follows:

Hakim Barka/Baraka: He is the first doctor to write a medical book in Turkish, *Tuhfa-i Mubarizî.* In the
preface he states that he first wrote the book in Arabic under the name *Lubab al-Nuhab,* and then he
translated it into Persian under the name *Tuhfa-i Mubârîzî.* He then submitted this book to the Amasya
Governor of Aladdin Qaykubat, Mubaruziddin Halifat Alp Gâzi. The Governor liked the book but stated, “If it

*Selcuklar Tarhi ve Turk Islam Medeniyeti,* p. 251.


\(^{28}\) Hasan b. Abd’i-Mu’min el-Hoyî, *Gunyetu’t-Kâtib ve Munyetu’t-Talib Rusûlmu’r-Resâil ve Nucûmu’l-Fazâ’î,* Publ. by Adnan Era, Ankara
University Faculty of Theology, Ankara 1963, p. 13.
had been written in Turkish, it would have been an invaluable piece of work." Therefore, he translated it into Turkish. He also wrote the book Kitab-i Hulasad dar 'ilm-i Tibb. 29

Ekmeleddin Muayyad al-Nahcuvanî: Ekmeleddin, who was described to Mevlana as “our son whose self is pure and correct,” was born in Nahcivan. We do not have the information of where he learned to become a doctor and when he came to Konya. We understand from the names given to him by the palace, statesman and Mevlana: Malik al-huqama, wa’t-atibba: rais al-atibba; huqama-i jihan, sultân-i etibbâ-i zaman; iftihâr al-atibba; Calinus al-fadl, Aflatun al-tadbir, Calinus al-zaman; tadbir al-dahr, Eflatun al-zaman: Bokrat al-‘asr, that he was a well-respected doctor. 30

Abu Bakr b. az-Zaki el-Mutatabbib al-Konevi: We get most of the information from the works Ravdat al-Kuttab and Hadîkat al-Albab that he wrote in 1279 from letters to Akmal al-din. From this we learn that he was a student of Akmal al-din, that he made medicine for the statesmen, that he cured an emir’s son, that he found an impostor trying to be a doctor and that he had written a brochure Bâb-i Munâzara-i Meyân-i Dil u Dimag (the debate between the heart and brain). 31

Gadanfar Tabrîzî: His real name was Abu Ishak Ibrahim b. Muhammad al-Ma’ruf bi-Gadanfar al-Tabrîzî (if there is not someone else with the same name at that time) and he was one of the doctors that worked with Akmal al-din on the deathbed of Mevlânâ to cure him. His copies of the writings of the commentary Hâsil al-Masa’il on Hunayn b. Ishak’s (87) al-Masa’il fi’t-Tibb il-l-Mutaallimin and his commentary on Ibn Sina’s at-ısharat wa’t-Tanbihat, al-Tabî’ıyıyat part that he wrote in 1301-2 has survived until the present. We know two of his works that he reproduced. These are Birûni’s Kitabu’s-Saydana and the criticism of Behmenyâr to Ibn Sinâ’s ENVâr al-Afqâr. 32

Hubays al-Tiflîsî: It is thought that he came to Anatolia when Kilicarslan II decked out Aksaray with mosques, madrasas, soup kitchens for the poor and bazaars, and when many scientists and merchants settled there from Azerbaijan. He has written about thirty books on topics such as medicine, language, literature, astrology, dream explanations and the pronunciation of words in the holy Kur’an. Although he has many works, he is not mentioned in Islamic sources. Among his medical works some examples that he wrote are as follows:

Adviyat al-Adviya: A book on Pharmaceuticals, the gathering of medicines, how to store, bum, cook and use the formulas of ink medicine and how they are made.

Ihtisaru Fusul’i-Bukrat: An Arabic copy of Hippocrates’ Aphorisms.

Kifayat al-Tibb: This work consisted of two books and 224 chapters. It was written in Persian and was presented to Melikshah.

Risâle fi Sharhi Ba’zîl-Masai’l- li-Asbab and ’Alâmât Muntahâba Mina’l-Qanûn: It is a pamphlet that explains the reasons and symptoms of illnesses, using examples from ibn Sina’s al-Qanûn.

Other works include Sihhat al-Abdân, Takdîm al-’Ilac and Bazrakat al-Minhâc, Rumûz al-Minhâc ve Kunûz al-’Ilac and Lubabu’l-Asbab.23


Abdullah Sivâsî: He lived in the 14th century and was known for his summary of the works of Hippocrates’ Aforizma, Ibn Abu Sadik en-Nishâburî’s commentary in his book Umdat al-Fuhûl fi Sharh al-Fusûl, written in 1314 in Aksaray.35

Ali Sivâsî: He lived in the 14th century and is known for his book Kitâbu Iksîr al-Hayât fi Talhîsi Kava’îd al-Mu ‘âcelât that he wrote for the Amasya princes’ tutor, Emir Yashbak.36

Tâcuddin Bulgarî: He was one of the students who came from the Volga Bulgarian Turks who had come to the Islamic states for scientific education. He was sent in his older age as an ambassador to Baghdad by Gıyasaddin Qayhusrav II. He has one book, Muhtasar fi’t-Tibb, was used as a main reference book during his time.38

Other than these doctors whom we know about from their works, there are also those who we know about from their being in the sultan’s service such as: Hasnun, Faridaddin Muhammed Jâjarmî, Izzeddin ibn Hubal, ‘Isâ, Jarrah Vâsil, Abu Sâlim b. Karâya, Safiyuddawla, Rakkalî Ridvan bin Ali (1247), 39 Taqi al-din Abu Bakr of Ra’s-al-Ayn,40 and Aladdin of Erzincan.41 There are those who had also been mentioned for being

References:

38 Ibn Ebi ‘Useybîa, Uyunu’l-Enbâ fi Tabakatu’l-Ètibb, Daru’s-Sakafiye, Beirut 1987, vo. 11, pp. 334-336; Osman Turan, Dogu Anadolu Türk Devletleri Tarihi, p. 120.
around the Sultan, such as Saraf al-Din Ya'kûb, Burhan al-Din Abu Bakr, Sa'duddin Mas'ud, Bâdr al-din ibn Harirî, Bâdr al-din Jarîrî, Shams al-din b. Hubal, Fahruddin Abu Bakr Ahmed b. Mikail bin Abdullah Konavî. There were also those doctors who had been temporarily invited to come to Anatolia. Abdullahîf bin Yusuf el-Bagdâdi, who had been invited by Aladdin Davutshah of the Mencunuk at a high salary, wrote many books when he was in Erzincan. It is also known of a doctor in Konya named Mevlânâ Emîr Hasan. There was also Gabriel, Hasun of Urfa (1227) and his student 'Isa, Shamun of Harput and Ahron who worked in Malatya. From libraries that kept written works in Sivas, Erzincan, Konya, Aksaray, the copied works of great doctors are proof that there was a scientific livelihood in these areas.

It is understood that a portion of these scientist had a very active life. For example the doctors from Konya Fahr al-din Abu Bakr Ahmed bin Mika'il bin Abdullah and Fahr al-din Abu'l-Barakat bin Abdussalam bin Mansur Mardînî, pharmacist Kutbeddin Sancar bin Abdullah Atîk al-Sâhib Aladdin Ata al-Melik Cuveyînî al-Rûmî, had moved to Tabriz from Anatolia. After the battlefield loss in Kosedag in 1241, there was a lot of activity in the Eastern cities and Doctor İmaduddin Malatî and other scientists moved from Malatya to Konya.

**Pharmacists:**

During Seljuk times, medicines were prepared and sold in herbal stores (attar). The medicines were prepared accordingly to the medical books and the main ingredients consisted mainly of plants from Anatolia. The rest of the raw material was obtained from India and other Islamic countries through the Spice and Silk Roads. Hospitals and caravanserais had their own little pharmacists.

**Epidemics:**

Throughout history one of the greatest disasters mankind has seen are epidemics. In their most critical times, they have killed millions, causing people to migrate, paralyzing workforces, agriculture and stockbreeding decline, all creating negative effects on the economy. The worst epidemics of the middle Ages were the plague, black death/peste noir, peste, pestis in the West, tâun in the Islamic world and kiran, olet among the Turks.

Because Anatolia is a bridge between the East and West, it has seen many epidemics throughout its history. The first great epidemic was seen in the Mediterranean countries during the 6th century, called the Justinian
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42 Osman Turan, *Dogu Anadolu Turk Devletleri Tarihi*, pp. 64, 74.
Plague. It lasted three years and destroyed a great number of the population it hit. There are no records of the deaths and destruction in Anatolia but just in Istanbul about 16,000 died per day, which gives an idea of its destruction.

There were many epidemics in various places where the Seljuks ruled that came from Anatolia and foreign countries. Mostly epidemics started after military campaigns, sieges and famines. The main epidemics were: the plague that started in Istanbul; during the time of Suleyman Shah I (1078), killing 160,000 in four months; during the time of Kilicarslan I (1093), during the siege of Antakya, during the First Crusade (1098) when just from the French military 100,000 died; curing the time of the Danisman ruler Malik Muhammed (1143), an epidemic in Malatya first killed poultry, then humans, mostly small children; during the military campaign to Cukurova of Mesud I (1153), a part of the Seljuk and Konya military; during the rule of Kihcarslan II (1178) a plague due to a famine in Syria, Iraq, Diyarbakir and Ahlat, the people were not able to bury their dead in time as the rate of death was too high; during the Third Crusade (1189), the French army had many casualties due to an epidemic stemming from the heat and famine; during the rule of Aladdin Qaykubad (1221), an epidemic in Konya, in 1244 in Malatya, in 1259 in Syria and in Anatolia due to a famine; and the Mongolian invasion that took place at the same time an epidemic in Mardin and Mayyafarikin (Silvan) all caused immense damage.

The reasons for the epidemics were not known, and reasons for the epidemics were explained by supernatural causes, as the people tried to stop the epidemic material and spiritual ways. In the Christian world, sacrifices, magic, religious ceremonies were performed and miracles were expected from saints. In the Islamic world they obeyed the saying of Hz. Muhammad, "Do not enter a place of plague, and do not leave it," creating a quarantine, but as they did not know the cause of the epidemics other from trying various medicines, they also tried superstitious beliefs.49

Other than the already mentioned methods of treatment, herbal remedies were also used in scientific medication that was also used by the people. For example, garlic for prolonged fevers (allium sativum) or honey made into a paste; myrobalan (fructus myrobalani citrinae) for diarrhoea; a mix of honey and vinegar to lower fever; honey, garlic and yogurt for colds; eating of raw turnip to strengthen the eye; scammony plant for constipation; myrobalan roots (radix scammoniae) for diarrhoea; theriacs for intestinal pains; visits to thermal baths for skin diseases; drinking watered wine for reaction to weather changes; opium milk for over sleeping (opium, succus papaveris); hot springs for leprosy; blood letting for colds and visits to a hammam.50

The most important part of the Anatolian Seljuk medical practice for Turkish cultural history is probably that it started to put medical practice into Turkish, and within the paradigm of Islamic medicine, the first Turkish works were produced. This started in 1233 when Doctor Baraka moved from Khwarezm to Anatolia and translated his own book Tuhfa-i Mubârizî, that he had written in Arabic into Turkish, and continued during the Beylik era when works written in Aydinoglu, Mentese, Karesi, Candaroglu Beyliks were in Turkish.51

---
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